
News Release 

Sun Shines even brighter on MS Junior College 
Hyderabad, April 16: Intermediate Results are out, emotions are in the air and lot of stories to be told. In the 

midst of all this, MSians (Students of MS Junior College) stand tall and calm, humbly inspiring one and all with 

their exceptional feat in Intermediate Public Exams 2017 

Sana Fatima and Mansha Zareen claimed State 2nd Position by securing 990 marks out of 1000 marks, 46 

students scoring 98% and above in the 2nd year Intermediate Public Exam 2015. They were awarded 

Rs.1,00,000/- (Rupees One Lakh only) each under APJ Abdul Kalam Scholarship on behalf of MS Education 

Academy. Thanks to the sincere efforts of the management of MS, whose relentlessly efforts not only brought 

awareness of education among minorities but also propelled them in the mainstream competition to become 

assets for the Nation.  

Shabana scored 989/1000 while Sana Tarannum, Daniya Ahmed, Maleeha Maheen scored 988 out of 1000 

marks. The list goes on with Simra Naaz, Fatimatuz Zuhra, Md Abdul Sattar and Adeeba Muskan each scoring 

987 out of 1000 marks along with 46 other students who graciously scored 980 and above out of 1000 marks 

making the community proud. Every mark above 900 is a mark of celebration as one or the other MSian claimed 

it raising the bar of achievement for generations to come. 

MSians fared well in all streams of Intermediate with Maleeha Maheen scoring 988 out of 1000 marks in MPC to 

claim her position in state top 5 marks. Similarly, Almas Taliya scored 972 out of 1000 marks in MEC and 

Tahniyath Khatoon scored 958 out of 1000 marks in CEC to claim top honours at MS thereby clinching their 

position in the MS Hall of Glory.  

This year as well the overall results are very inspiring. It is to be worth mentioning that it is the 13th year of 

MSians scoring 980 plus marks in Intermediate (10+2) Examination. Since 2005 MS maintained this position of 

scoring 980 plus marks and the number of students achieving this feat is increasing every year proving the 

dedication, consistency and quality of education at MS. Last year Zeeshan Ahmed Jaleeli Scored State 4th rank in 

EAMCET and many other students secured state top in SSC and University as well. 

MS Faculty and Management are always on their toes to help the students, guide them in every means to reach 

greater aspirations. They make the students realize the efforts put in now shall surely be rewarded in their 

future and also help the community. We acknowledge and appreciate the much needed Parent Collaboration 

fulfilling the shared responsibility of a child’s development. We continue to believe that participation of 

teachers, management and parents will bear similar and higher results in future.  

Expressing gratitude to the Almighty, Mohammed Lateef Khan, Managing Director of MS Education Academy 

said, “This is a big achievement for us. We are thankful to the Almighty for this great achievement and also 

showering His blessings on us. I believe our students should LEARN and CONTRIBUTE to the country instead of 

brain drain. Therefore, we have launched LEARN FOR INDIA campaign to motivate students to become 

contributors of our nation.” The management also congratulated the entire successful students and their 

parents. Giving credits to parents and teaching faculties for this great success, the managements said, the entire 

credit for this great achievement goes to parents and the teaching faculties. Fullest cooperation from the 



parents and the efforts of our teachers made this possible. MS dedicates this success to the community and 

requests the media to inspire all the aspiring students that they too can do it. 

Sincerely,           
Mohammed Lateef Khan 

Managing Director 
MS Education Academy 


